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Abst rac t - -The  paper gives some results and improves the derivation of the fractional Taylor's 
series of nondifferentiable functions obtained recently in the form f(x + h) = E,~(h~'D'~)f(x), 0 < 
a < 1, where E~ is the Mittag-Leffler function. Here, one defines fractional derivative as the limit 
of fractional difference, and by this way one can circumvent ile problem which arises with the 
definition of the fractional derivative of constant using Riemann-Liouville definition. As a result, 
a modified Riemann-Liouville definition is proposed, which is fully consistent with the fractional 
difference definition and avoids any reference to the derivative of order greater than the considered 
one's. In order to support his F-Taylor series, one shows how its first term can be obtained irectly 
in tile form of a mean value formula. The fractional derivative of the Dirac delta function is obtained 
together with the fractional Taylor's series of multivariate functions. The relation with irreversibility 
of time and symmetry breaking is exhibited, and to some extent, this F-Taylor's series generalizes 
the fractional mean value formula obtained a few years ago by Kolwantar. @ 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
Keywords - -F ract iona l  Taylor series, Fractional Mac-Laurin series, Fractional derivative, Mittag- 
Leflter function. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Fract iona l  calculus has become of increas ing use for ana lyz ing not  on ly  s tochast ic  processes dr iven 
by f ract ional  Brownian  processes [1-11], but  also nonrandom fract ional  phenomena in physics [12- 
17], like the s tudy  of porous systems,  for instance,  and  quantum mechan ics  [18-24]. Whichever  
the f lamework  is, we bel ieve that  the very reason for in t roduc ing  and  us ing f ract ional  der ivat ive 
is to deal w i th  nondi f ferent iab le  funct ions.  
In th is  way, recent ly  [25,26], we have der ived a new express ion for Tay lor 's  series of f ract ional  
order for nondi f ferent iab le  funct ions,  F -Taylor  series, (as far as we are aware, th is  result  has not 
been pub l i shed  elsewhere previously)  and  our purpose  here is to improve the  der ivat ion  of th is  
result ,  to get some new results,  to deepen the pract ica l  mean ing  of th is  series, and  to provide its 
extens ion to mul t ivar iab le  funct ion.  
The  paper  is organ ized as follows. After  a background on F -Tay lor ' s  series, we shal l  show 
that  if we use a def in i t ion of f ract ional  der ivat ive by us ing f ract ional  difference, then  we shal l  
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c i rcumvent the disturbing feature in accordance of wh ich  the F-derivative of a constant is not 
zero, with the Riemann-L iouvi l le  definition. ~Ve shall then be led to suggest a modif ied R iemann-  
Liouville fractional derivative wh ich  removes  the effect of the initial value of the function and  
does not refer to derivative of order larger than the one considered. Then ,  as an argument  to 
support  the F-Taylor's series, we  shall show how one can obtain its first te rm directly, wi thout  
using the Mi t tag-Le~er  function, and  then we shall derive the F-Taylor  series for multivariable 
functions. This F-Taylor's series is fully consistent with irreversibility of t ime and  symmetry  
breaking in physics. 
In the following, we shall use at will and for convenience, depending upon the case, the notations 
d" f (x )  
D~f (x )  = f('~)(x) - dx ~ 
and 
O'~f(x' Y) - O~f(x, y), D~f (x ,y )  = f(~")(x,y) - ax,~ 
for the fractional derivative and the fractional partial derivative, respectively. 
2. FRACT IONAL DERIVAT IVE  REVIS ITED 
2.1. F ract iona l  Der ivat ive  v ia  F ract iona l  D i f fe rence  
DEFINITION 2.1. Let f : {R --+ fll, x --+ f (x) ,  denote a continuous (but not necessarily differen- 
tiable) function, and let tt > 0 denote a constant discretization span. Define the forward operator 
FW(h)  (the symbol := means that the left side by the right one) 
FW(h) . f (x )  := f (x  + h); (2.1) 
then the fractional difference of order a, a C {R, 0 < a <_ 1, o f f (x )  is defined by the expression 
A~.f(x)  := (FW 1)~.f(x) = E( -1 )  k f [x + (a -  k)h], (2.2) 
k=0 
and its fractional derivative of order a (F-derivative in the following) is 
f(~) (x) = lim A~f(x)  (2.3) 
~J.O h a " 
As a direct consequence, one has the following. 
COROLLARY 2.1. The {X th derivative of a constant is zero. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume that function f(x) in Definition 2.1 is not a constant, then its frac- 
tional derivative of order a is defined by the following expression [8,27-29], 
/o 1 (x -- ~) -~- l f (~)  d~, a < O. (2.4) f('~)(x) . -  F( -a )  
For positive a, one will set 
f(~)(x) = (f (" - l ) (x)) ' ,  0 < a < 1, (2.5) 
f (~') (x) :=(f (" - '~)(x))  (n , n_<a<n+l ,  n_>2. (2.6) 
PROOF. The proof can be obtained by using Laplace transform and Z-transform and then mak- 
ing h tends to zero. By this way, one can show that (2.3) and (2.8) have the same Laplace 
transform. See for instance [4]. 
2.2. R iemann-L iouv i l l e  Def in i t ion Mod i f ied  
The first definition of F-derivative wh ich  has been proposed in the literature is the so-called 
Riemann-L iouvi l le  definition wh ich  reads as follows. 
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DEFINITION. RIEMANN-LIouVILLE. Let f : 91 ~ 9l, x --~ f (x)  denote a continuous function. Its 
fractional derivative of order a is defined by the expressions (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6) for every f(.)  
But this definition gives rise to the following problem. If one makes f (x)  = K = constant 
in (2.5) one finds that its Oz th derivative is Kx~/F(1  - a), that is to say, is different from zero. 
To circumvent this defect, some authors [30,31] have proposed the definition, 
f 1 (x -- ~)-~f ' (~) d~, 0 < o~ < 1, (2.7) f ( '~) (x )  . -  F(1 -  c~) 
1 (x -~)~-" f (n+l ) (~)d~,  n<o~<n+l ,  (2.8) 
f(~')(x) .-- F(n + 1 - a) 
but we are reluctant o use it, for two reasons. First, this definition does not apply when f (x)  
is not differentiable, whilst the very reason of using fractional derivative is exactly to deal with 
this kind of functions! Second, at the extreme, this expression says that if we want to get the 
first derivative of a function, we must before to have its second derivative. We believe that a 
definition via finite difference can be of help to solve this pitfall. 
An a l te rnat ive  to  the  R iemann-L iouv i l l e  de f in i t ion  of  f rac t iona l  der ivat ive  
As a result of these remarks, we propose the following alternative to the Riemann-Liouville 
definition of F-derivative. 
DEFINITION 2.2. RIEMANN-LIoUVILLE REVISITED. Refer to the function of Proposition 2.1. 
Then, its F-derivative of order a is defined by the expression 
1 (x - ~) -a -z ( f (x )  - f(0)) d~, c~ < 0. (2.9) f(~)(x) . -  F( -a )  
For positive 0 6 one will set 
fO~)(x) = (f(a-1)(x))t, 0 < a < 1, 
/0 _ d (x - ~) -~( f (~)  - / (0 ) )  d~, (2.10) F(1 a) dx 
and 
f(~')(x) := (f(~)(x)) (~-~), n _< a < n + 1, n _> 1. (2.11) 
This definition exhibits all the properties which we need to be fully consistent with the definition 
via fractional difference. 
(i) Equation (2.11) does not refer to f(~+l)(x) in order to define f(")(x), n < a <_ n + 1 but 
rather uses f(n)(x). 
(ii) The a th derivative of a constant is zero. 
(iii) Assume that 1 < a _< 2, then the Laplace transform of f(~)(x) is 
L { f (a ) (x )}  = s~L {f(x)} - sa - l f (o )  - sa-2ff(O). (2.12) 
The solution of the fractional differential equation, 
y(~)(x) = v, y(0) = Yo, v = constant, 
~(x) = (~/~!)x  ~ + ~0. 
3. BACKGROUND ON TAYLOR'S 
SERIES OF FRACTIONAL ORDER 
3.1. Ma in  Def in i t ion  
A generalized Taylor expansion of fractional order (F-Taylor series in the following) reads as 
follows. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume that the continuous function f : 9l --, 91, x --* f (x)  has fractional 
derivative of order ks, for any positive integer k and any c~, 0 < c~ < 1, then the following equality 
holds, which is 
oo he & 
f(x+h):k~_oF( l+o~k)f(~'k)(x) ,_  0<c~<1,  (3.1) 
where f(~k) is the derivative of order c~k of f(x).  
With the notation 
C(1 + c~k) : :  (a/~)!, 
one has theformula 
oo ~ ct k 
f (x  + h) : XT" '~ f(~k) z...., (oek]'" (x), 0 < c~ < 1, (3.2) 
k=O " "" 
which looks like the classical one. 
INDICATION ON THE PROOF. Refer the forward shift operator FW(h)  by relation (2.2), then it 
is easy to verify that it satisfies equality 
D~FW(h) f (x )  : FW(h)D~f(x ) .  
In other words, formally, FW(h)  is defined by the fractional differential equation, 
D'~FW(h) = FW(h)D~,  (3.3) 
and according to Definitions 2.1 and 2.2, its solution is 
FW(h)  : E~(M'D~), (3.4) 
where E~(x) denotes the Mittag-Leffter function defined by the expression, 
oo Xk 
<(~) := ~ r(1 +~k)  
k=O 
(3.5) 
We then have equality 
f (x  + h) = E~(h~D~)f(x) ,  (3.6) 
therefore (3.1) and (3.2). For further details, see [25,26]. 
COROLLAaY 3.1. Assume that m < c~ _< m + 1, m E N - {0} and that f (x)  has derivatives of 
order k (integer), 1 < k < m, then, on integrating the serial expansion, 
hk(a-'O m)] Dk(~-m)f(m)(x) f(m)(~ + h) : r[1 j g-(a(~---- 
k :O 
rn < c~ < m q- 1, (3.7) 
with respect o h yields 
oo 1) fk~+~(x)' f (x  + h) = hk f  (k) + ~ h(kZ+m) 
k! - (x) r(k/3 + 
k=O k=l  
/3 := c~ - m. (3.8) 
Ill the special case when m = 1, one has 
oo 
f (x  + h) = f (x)  + hf '(x) + k=lZ r'(]v/3hkt3+12)q- f(kfl+l) (x), /3 := c~ - 1. (3.9) 
As a direct application, one has the following. 
COROLLARY 3 .2 .  
equalities hold, which are 
f(a)(x) = lim Aaf(x)  
hLO h a 
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Assume that f(x),  in Proposition 3.1, is c~th-differentiable, then the fo110wing 
- -  - r(1 + a) l im Af(x)  hLO h a ' 0 < c~ <1, 
h~-m , m<a<m+l .  
and 
f(~)(x) = F[1 + (o - m)] lim 
hLO 
Usefu l  re lat ions 
Equation (3.1) provides the useful relation, 
Aa f  ~ F(1 + o )A f ,  0<c~<1,  
or in a differential form d~f TM F(1 + a) dr, between fractional difference and finite difference. 
Assume now that 1 < c~ _< 2. Then, equation (3.9) yields 
Af  ~ f ' (x )Ax +F- l (1  + a)f(~)(x)(Ax) a, 
where f '  denotes the derivative of f ,  therefore 
Aaf  = F(1 + a ) (A f  - f ' (x)Ax).  
The following formulas will be useful in the sequel. 
Dax "y : r (7  + 1)F-1(7 + 1 - c~)x ~-a, 
(~(x)~(x))(a) : ~(a)(x)~(~) + ~(x)~(~)(~), 
(f[u(x)]) (a) = f;(u)u (~)(x), 
(a) , a 
= f l  (~) (~)  




which are direct consequences of the equality dam(t) = F(1 + c~) dz(t). 
3.2. Further  Resu l ts  and Remarks  
On the  sui table fract ional  der ivat ive def init ion to be se lected 
(i) With Definition 2.2, the solution of (3.3) is exactly the Mittag-Leffter function. Indeed, 
let us consider the fractional differential equation, 
D~x(t) = -Am(t), (3.14) 
with the initial condition 
z(0) = z0. (3.15) 
Its solution can be obtained as follows. Using the definition of fractional derivative, equa- 
tion (2.10), equation (3.14) can be explicitly rewritten as 
) P(1- c~) at -(-/--~_-j~ dr =-Ax( t )  (3.16) 
or  
(t  - r ) -~(x( r )  - z (0) )  dr = - ,X I ' (1  - a )  z(r )  dr, 
or (by an obvious change of variable) 
p 1 r 1 
t 1-a / (1 u) - -a (x ( tu )  -- Z(0)) du = -) , r (1  - a ) t  / x(tu) du. (3.17) 
Jo J0 
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The presence of t ~ in equation (3.17) on the one hand, and the solution exp{-At} of the equation 
= -Ap on the other hand, suggest o look for a solution in the form, 
~:(t) = Z x~(t~)~. (3.18)  
k=0 
Substituting (3.18) into (3.17), one obtains 
Equation (3.19) yields 
therefore 
. r(~k+1) 
x~+~ = -~P(~TT~71) ~ (3.19) 
V'~ ( -~t"?  (3.21) x( t )  x0 
z_-, F(ka + 1)' 
k=0 
= ~0E~( -~t~) .  (3.22) 
An alternative is to take the Laplace transform of equation (3.14) to obtain, in accordance with 
(2.12), the expression 
Sc~--I 
L{x(t)} 
+ s~ ~°j,'' 
which is the Laplace transform of the Mittag-Leffler function. 
Remark that the Caputo-Djrbashian defnition of F-derivative also yields the same result, but 
it supposes that the solution of (3.14) is differentiable, whilst our definition does not. 
On  the  d i f ferent iab i l i ty  of  f(x) 
(ii) As it is obvious, series (3.1) applies to nondifferentiable functions, whilst (3.9) refers to 
differentiable functions. 
(iii) Assume that a = 1/N, N integer, in the F-Taylor series (2.7); then aN = 1, and we 
come across the first derivative. Nevertheless this does not mean that there is some 
inconsistency somewhere, but rather it is the meaning of these equations which must be 
clarified. Indeed, because of the presence of h a, h is restricted to be positive, h > 0; 
and as a result, all the derivatives involved in the F-Taylor series (3.1), either they are 
fractional or not, are derivatives on the right. 
Mode l ing  i r revers ib i l i ty  o f  t ime 
Assume that f(.) is a function f(t) of time; then according to the above comments, the F-Taylor 
series of f ( t  + At) holds for positive At only. This property can be thought of as a practical 
describing of the irreversibility of time. 
Re la t ion  w i th  prev ious  resu l ts  in l i te ra ture  
(iv) Osler [32] has previously proposed a generalization of Taylor's series in the complex plane, 
in the form, 
k=+~ f(~k)(zo ) (z - zo) '~k, (3.23) f(z) 
which, in the useful case when f(z) is continuous at zo, reduces to 
k=+~ f(,k)(zo ) (z - zo) ~k. (3.24) f(z) Ct 
k=0 
xk -- F(c~k + 1) x°' (3.20) 
(vi) 
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So, in the special case when z = z0, this equality (3.24) would provide 
f(zo) = c~f(zo) ? 
More recently Kolwankar and Gangal [33,34] proved the so-called "local fractional Taylor 
expansion" 
f (x+h)  = E f(k)(x) h~+R~(h),  m<c~<m+l ,  (3.25) 
k=0 
where R~(h) is a remainder, which is negligible when compared with the other terms. 
This is exactly our series (3.7), but here we give an explicit expression for R~(h), namely, 
k h(kZ+, q
Ra (h) = r(kfi  + m + 1 f(kZ+m)(x), /3 := a - m. (3.26) 
k=2 
3.3. Fract ional  Der ivat ive  of the Dirac De l ta  Funct ion  
The solution of the equation, 
dx = f(t)(dt) ~, t > O, x(0) -x0 ,  0<a<l ,  (3.27) 
is defined by the following result. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let f(t) denote a continuous function, then the solution of equation (2.34) is defined 
by the equality (see, for instance, [25]) 
// /; f(Q(dr) ~ = c~ (t - r )~- l f ( r )  dT, 0 < c~ < 1. (3.28) 
Appl icat ion  to the fract ional der ivat ive of  the Dirac del ta  funct ion 
On using equation (3.11) on the one hand, and extending well known definition on the other 
hand, we shall define the fractional derivative of the Dirac delta function by the equality, 
/,(.,(.,,(.,(..,. /,(.,,,.,(., (,.,° 0<a_<l ,  (3.29) 
and equation (3.28), direct will yields 
. 
/5(~)(r) f (r)(dr)  ~ = < c~ _< (3.30) 0 1. 
FURTHER EXTENSIONS ON FRACTIONAL TAYLOR-SERIES  
COROLLARY 4.1.  
the serial form, 
x~k ) f(~k) f(x) = r(1 + (0). (4.1) 
k=0 
As it is evident, this result is obtained by setting x = 0 and making the substitution h ~- x 
into (3.1). 
EXAMPLE. The F-Taylor series of the function defined by the differential equation (3.14) is 
exactly the series (3.21) of the Mittag-Leffier function. 
Fract ional  Mac-Laur in  Series 
Refer to the function f(x) of Proposition 3.1. Then, f(x) can be expanded in 
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Multivariate Fractional Taylor Series 
COROLLARY 4.2. Assume that the continuous function f : fit2 __, fit, (x,y) --* f (x ,y)  has frac- 
tional partial derivative of order ka, for any positive integer k and any a, 0 < a _< 1, then the 
following equality holds, 
f (x  + h, y + l) = E~(h~D~)E~(l~D~)f(x, y) = E~(l~D~)E~(h~V~)f(x,  y) 
(4.2) 
= E~{(hD, + lDu)~}f(x, y). 
The proof is based on the equality 
E~,((u + v) '~) - E,~(u~)E,~(~/~). (4.3) 
F rac t iona l  Mean Value Formula  w i th  0 < ~ < 1 
In the following, we shall show that the first term of the F-Taylor series can be obtained 
directly, generalizing, by this way the so-called Rollers theorem. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Refer to the function f(x) of Proposition (3.1). Then, for small h, the following 
equality holds, 
f (x  + h) = f(x) + F- ' (1  + a)h~f(~)(x + Oh), (4.4) 
where O, say O(h), depends upon h, and is such that 
l im0 s _ F2(1 + a) _ (a!) 2 as h $ 0. (4.5) 
r(1+24) 
PROOF• 
(i) The first terms of the series (3.1) can be obtained directly as follows. For small h, equality 
(which is provided by the definition of the fractional derivative) 
Any(z)  = h~'f('~)(x + Oh), 
suggests to examine whether there would exist a coefficient p which would provide equality 
A f (z )  = ph'~f ('~) (x + Oh). (4•6) 
Taking the a-derivative of (4•6) with respect o h, and using (3•10) and (3.11), which 
hold for any p, one obtains 
f(h~')(x + h) = pF(1 + a)f(~)(z + Oh) + ph'~O~f(2'~)(x + 8h) 
and on making h ~ 0 one has p - 1/F(1 + a), therefore (4.4). 
(ii) In order to obtain (4.5), we shall proceed as follows. Using (4.4) twice, one has 
"[ ] f (x  + h) = f(x) + f(~')(x + Oh) = f(x) + ~ f~')(x) + rib ). (4.7) 
(iii) Applying equation (4.4) to f~(~)(x) yields 
fz (') (x + h) = f~(~)(x) + cd" ~ 
and after integrating with respect o h, we have 
f (x  + h) = f(x) + h'~f('~)(x) + h2~' f(2'~)(x + rlh). (4.8) 
(iv) Equating the coefficients of h a in (4.6) and (4.7). 
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Fract iona l  Mean Value Formula  w i th  m < a < m + 1 
COROLLARY 4.4. Refer to corollary (3.1), then equation (3.8) can be rewritten in the form, 
f(x + h) ~ hk ~f(k ) (~)  + _ _  
k=0 
h~ [ h2(~-'~) 
r ( l+a)  f(~)(x)+D: m r( l+2(a -m))  
In the special case when 1 < ~ < 2, one finds that 
f(x + h) = f(x) + hf'(x) ÷ - -  
f(~ . . . .  )(x +Oh)] . (4.9) 
hC~ eh ~2(o~- 1) _ . 
V(1 +c~) f(~)(x) +]0  r-(2-J-2-1) f(2" ~)(x+O~)d~. (4.10) 
PROOF. One starts with the equation, 
h~f(~+~)(x~ h2~ f(~+2~)(x + Oh), f (~) (x  + h) = f(m)(x) + ~. ,  " " + (2~)!" 
with ,2 := c~ - m, and integrating with respect o h yields the result which furthermore xhibits 
a possible practical practical meaning of the Kolwantar and Gangal formula (3.25). 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Intuitively, if one considers that, in fractional calculus, the Mittag-Leffier function plays a 
role similar to that of the exponential in standard calculus, one is led to extend the Taylor series 
f (x+h)  = exp(hDx)f (x)  in the form f (x+h)  = E~(h~D~)f (x) .  Of course, despite the simplicity 
of this fornmla, this intuition is not sufficient and it needs to be supported by a sound derivation. 
As a matter of fact, the problem which then appears is to define suitably the concept of fractional 
derivative in order that it be fully consistent with the Mittag-Lefiter function considered as the 
solution of the fractional differential equation x(a)(t) -- Ax(t). An alternative in this way has 
been proposed by Caputo and Djrbashian, but we are reluctant to use it, because, in substance, 
at the extreme, this definition says that if you want to obtain the first derivative of a function, you 
nmst before have at hand its second derivative! More explicitly, the troublesome f ature of this 
definition is that the a TM derivative, 0 < a < 1, would be defined for differentiable functions only, 
whilst the very reason of expanding fractional calculus is to deal with nondifferentiable functions! 
This is the reason why, here, we did not refer to this fractional derivative, but rather we have 
proposed a very simple meaningful modification of the Riemann- Liouville which provides exactly 
what we need. 
This fractional Taylor's series should be useful to extend some classical results and methods 
to the study of nondifferentiable functions [35,a6] 
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